


“GOG”

PRAISE THE LORD SAINTS! How are you doing? I hope and pray that all is well with you. I

pray that you are continuing in FATHERS WORD. Saints of GOD, please continue to Mature in

the Things of GOD. Please stay Prayerful; don’t allow the enemy to steal your joy; for the JOY

of THE LORD is YOUR STRENGTH! We are in the season of great change; and we must Continue

in FATHERS WORD, PRAYER and HIS SPIRIT. GOD is calling us to SPIRITUAL MATURITY; it is time

for all of us to GROW UP; receiving the Meat and Potatoes of FATHERS WORD. Saints, today

this teaching is Meat and Potatoes of FATHERS WORD. I hope and pray that you are ready to

eat; Through Jesus Christ our LORD! This is the first time that I have taught on this subject

matter; some of you may already know about GOG; and some of you may have never heard

of GOG; nevertheless, we will teach on this subject briefly; so that you will be spiritually

aware; please take a look at EZEKIEL 38: 2:

‘Son of man set thy face against GOG, the land of Magog, the CHIEF PRINCE of

Meschech and Tubal.’

Saints of GOD, the LORD told the prophet EZEKIEL to set his face against GOG; GOD told

Ezekiel to pray against him; because Gog is an OPPOSITION DEMON; this demon is nothing

but trouble; this demon is over the inhabitants of Magog; and the people of Magog is

MESHECH and TUBAL. This demon named Gog is the demon over many people that live in this

region. Saints, the nation of Meshech is Moscow, Russia. The nation of Tubal is the Eastern

Part of Russia; this demon Gog is a Territorial demon; this is the demon that sends demonic

influence to the leaders and people of Russia. The prophet Ezekiel was able to see this demon

in the spirit; and it is time for us to know who he is in 2013; through JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD.

This demon Gog is a Chief Principality Demon. That’s why he is called chief prince of Meshech

and Tubal.

Saints, it is time for the Church of Jesus Christ to set our face against Gog; this is the demon

that likes to Start and Intertwine WAR among the nations. This demon Gog has Bear-Like

features; and this demon works together with Belan; Belan is the demon that likes to bring

Division to peoples, tongues, and nations; these two demons job are to keep people from

coming together in unity; and in the UNITY OF THE FAITH THROUGH CHRIST JESUS. Belan is

the demon that was over the Medes and the Persians in the book of DANIEL chapter 7. Gog

and Belan are WARFARE DEMONS!



Not only was it time for Ezekiel to Prophesy or Preach against Gog; but it is time for THE

CHURCH to Prophesy and Preach against Gog; OUR GOD is Against Gog; and OUR GOD WILL

DESTROY GOG and HIS ARMY BY THE POWER OF HIS SPIRIT, AND BY THE POWER OF HIS

WORD; IN JESUS NAME!! AMEN! Saints, please remember this: Gog works for Satan; and

Satan is Gog god; Gog worships and serve Satan; Gog pays homage to Satan. Saints, please

pray that GOD will bring HIS SALVATION to the Nation of RUSSIA; this Gog has been in the

territory of Russia for thousands of years. Saints, you need to know what is going on; and

GOD is Revealing HIS WORD day by day. In Ezekiel 38:3, GOD told Ezekiel to tell Gog that THE

LORD GOD IS AGAINST HIM; and it is time for THE CHURCH to tell Gog that THE LORD JESUS

CHRIST IS AGAINST him THIS DAY IN 2013! This demonic spirit Gog is an ANTICHRIST DEMON!

Because he OPPOSE GOD; he OPPOSE the WILL of GOD; and he will OPPOSE any man or

woman that will LIVE FOR CHRIST!

This is why we must PUT ON EPHESIANS CHAPTER 6; because THIS IS WAR! FOR WE [THE

CHURCH] DO NOT WRESTLE AGAINST FLESH AND BLOOD, BUT AGAINST PRINCIPALITIES,

AGAINST POWERS, AGAINST THE RULERS OF THE DARKNESS OF THIS WORLD, AGAINST

SPIRITUAL WICKEDNESS IN HIGH PLACES; EPHESIANS 6:12.

We must know who our enemies are; and Gog is one of our enemies; I will come to this

teaching at a later date; to those of you who have been wondering who Gog is; now you know

without a shadow of a doubt who he is. Let us PRAY:

FATHER, we Pray that you will COVER every person reading this teaching BY the Power of

your Redemptive Blood, and BY the Power of your Healing Blood; FATHER, place a HEDGE of

PROTECTION around all of them; and keep them SAFE; BY YOUR SPIRIT; IN JESUS NAME,

AMEN!

I hope that you were Blessed by this teaching. GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE

OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.



"GOG”

PART 2

PRAISE THE LORD SAINTS OF GOD! How are you doing? I hope that all is well with you. I

pray that you are still MOVING FORWARD in the THINGS of GOD. GOD wants us to MOVE

FORWARD! When you see that the Tent of GOD has left the building, then we must leave with

the TENT. Don’t stay a member of the ICHABOD CHURCH; because if you stay a member, you

are a member of a VERY DEAD CHURCH! The only thing that you can do with something dead

is: Bury it, Entomb it, and Cremate it; that’s all you can do with something dead. GOD IS

CALLING FOR HIS CHURCH TO MOVE TOWARD HIM; stop being co-dependent to DEAD

THINGS! JESUS IS ALIVE! JESUS IS NOT DEAD! JESUS IS FULL OF LIFE! Whatever dead MATTER

you are holding onto, Bury that deadness NOW; IN JESUS NAME! AMEN! FATHER is calling FOR

HIS CHURCH TO MATURE INSIDE OF HIM! Time is running out! JESUS is SOON to come; and

HIS FIRST RESURRECTION SAINTS will reap the benefits of CHRIST REWARDS!

We have completed part 1 on this demon named GOG; and now it is time to teach more

about him; saints, please remember: gog worships satan; satan is the god of gog; however,

WE, THE CHURCH OF GOD WORSHIP JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD; JESUS IS OUR GOD; and WE,

THE CHURCH, HAVE THE VICTORY THROUGH JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD! Saints, please take a

look at EZEKIEL 38:4-6:

[4].   ‘And I will TURN thee back, and put hooks into thy jaws, and I will bring thee forth,

and all thine army, horses and horsemen, all of them clothed with all sorts of armour, even a

great company with bucklers and shields, all of them handling swords; [5]. ‘Persia, Ethiopia,

and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet: [6]. ‘Gomer, and all his bands; the

house of Togarmah of the north quarters, and all his bands: and many people with thee.’

Saints, do you realize that this is WAR?  And this war will happen in the LATTER YEARS;

EZEKIEL 38:16. By FATHERS SPIRIT, you will see from scriptures when this war will happen. Our



GOD is going to TURN these nations back; because they are under the demonic influence of

gog; these nations refused to TURN or REPENT unto FATHER; these nations did not want to

BOW DOWN to the HEADSHIP of JESUS CHRIST; these nations will be clothed with armour,

bucklers and shields; these nations will be handling swords; and these nations will be wearing

helmets. Saints, they are not the only ones that will be wearing helmets, shields, bucklers and

swords; THE SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH WILL BE WEARING the HELMET of SALVATION; the

SAINTS will be wearing their SHIELDS of FAITH; the SAINTS of GOD will be Carrying their

SWORDS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT; and THE SWORD OF THE SPIRIT IS THE WORD OF GOD! The

SAINTS of GOD will be CLOTHED in FATHERS RIGHTEOUSNESS; the SAINTS of GOD backside

will be COVERED with THE GLORY OF THE LORD; and if you didn’t know, JESUS IS OUR

BUCKLER. Why is HE our Buckler? Because We, HIS CHURCH, place ALL our TRUST INSIDE OF

HIM! If you want to know where these verses are, please read: [EPHESIANS CHAPTER 6;

PSALMS 18:2; 30]. Another name for BUCKLER is the word SHIELD; A PROTECTOR. We will

take with US THE SHIELD OF FAITH to BATTLE against these demonic nations.

We will take the Buckler of GOD, so that we can fight against gog, leviathan, and belan in

the latter years. These nations will use CARNAL WEAPONS to WAR against the SAINTS; but

THE SAINTS OF THE MOST HIGH will use SPIRITUAL WEAPONS to DEFEAT these nations in the

latter years; the Weapons of our WAFARE are not CARNAL, but MIGHTY through GOD to the

PULLING DOWN of STRONGHOLDS;[ 2 CORINTHIANS 10: 4]. Gog is a STRONGHOLD DEMON;

and he would do everything in his power to HOLD STRONG to these nations. These nations

made an allegiance to satan and gog. Now it is time to REVEAL the Names of these Nations

that will WAR against SPIRITUAL ISRAEL:

MESHECH name today is: Moscow, Russia

TUBAL name today is: EASTERN PART of RUSSIA

PERSIA name today is: IRAN and IRAQ region

ETHIOPIA name today is still ETHIOPIA [East Africa].

LIBYA name today is still LIBYA [Northern Africa].



GOMER name today is ARMENIA [Southwest Asia]

TOGARMAH name today is TURKEY [Europe and Asia Region].

Saints, this war is BOTH NATURALLY and SPIRITUALLY; the Saints will be in their SPIRITUAL

BODIES; and the nations of gog will be in their Natural Bodies; for they are Carnal. There will

be a part 3; GROW IN GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.

“GOG”

PART 3

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF GOD! HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL! I hope that this will be a

prosperous year for you; Maturing in FATHERS WORD, PRAYER, and LOVE. Saints, to those of

you reading these teachings, Please continue to read them; these teachings of FATHER will

cause you to mature in THE WORD of GOD; please stay Prayerful; keep your Line of

Communication Open with JESUS CHRIST; don’t stop talking to HIM; because I know that HE

LOVES YOU VERY MUCH; and we must LOVE HIM in return. This will not be a long winded

introduction; but it is time for us to move forward in THE WORD of GOD.



Saints, please take a look at EZEKIEL 38:2: ‘Son of man, set thy face against Gog, THE LAND

OF MAGOG, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal, and Prophesy against him.’

Saints, it is time for the apostles of GOD to preach against Gog; it is time for our prophets

of GOD to prophesy against Gog; it is time for the evangelists of GOD to preach against Gog; it

is time for the pastors of GOD to preach against Gog; and it is time for the teachers of GOD to

teach against Gog; and I will Preach against Gog in THE MIGHTY NAME OF JESUS! GOD told

the prophet Ezekiel to Preach against THE LAND OF MAGOG; to those of you that might not

know this, the land of Magog is China, Japan, and Korea; this is where Magog migrated; but

not only that, this future battle is a battle between some of the DESCENDANTS of NOAH; if

you want to check this out for yourself, please read GENESIS CHAPTER 10:1-32. When THE

LORD allowed me to see this, I was like WOW! GOD is against those nations that refuse to

ACKNOWLEDGE that HE IS LORD!

These Gentile Nations turned their backs against GOD; and OUR GOD WILL DEAL WITH

THESE NATIONS! These Nations refused to Repent unto GOD; even today, there are many

Believers in China; but they are heavily persecuted; GOD will deal with those Asian leaders

that are persecuting HIS CHURCH in CHINA. Saints, please PRAY for the Saints in CHINA; they

are under GREAT ATTACK! Saints of GOD, please take a look at these passages of scriptures:

EZEKIEL 38:10-13:

[10]. ‘Thus saith the LORD GOD; it shall also come to pass, that at the same

time shall things come into thy mind, and thou shalt think an EVIL THOUGHT: [11]. And thou

shalt say, I will go up to the land of UNWALLED VILLAGES; and I will go to them that are at

REST, that dwell SAFELY, all of them dwelling WITHOUT WALLS, and having neither BARS nor

GATES. [12]. To take a spoil, and to take a prey; to turn thine hand upon the desolate places

that are now inhabited, and upon the people that are gathered out of the nations, which have

gotten cattle and goods, that dwell in the midst of the land.’



Saints, please remember: EZEKIEL 38 is a FUTURE WAR; this War is BOTH Natural and

Spiritual; these nations will have evil on their minds; because these nations are not SAVED by

THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST; they REFUSED THE BLOOD of CHRIST; the People that these

nations will war against are THE SAINST OF THE MOST HIGH; and the other Nations that Gog

and his army will war against are those NATIONS that were SAVED during the Lake of FIRE

Teachings; I will prove this to you at a later teaching; gog and his army will go against the

Saints that are RESTING inside of JESUS CHRIST; [HEBREWS CHAPTER 4]; these are the FIRST

RESURRECTION SAINTS; I know that I have jumped the gun on this teaching; but this is THE

TRUTH OF GOD’S WORD; these FIRST RESURRECTION SAINTS have entered into FAHERS REST.

These Saints have entered into the SEVENTH DAY; THE SEVENTH TRUMPET; THE SEVEN

THOUSANDTH YEAR of GOD. And on the SEVENTH DAY, GOD RESTED. [GENESIS 2:1-3].

These Saints Repose inside of FATHER; these Saints are STILL inside of GOD; these Saints

are SETTLED inside of GOD; gog and his army will go to the land of UNWALLED VILLAGES;

these Saints do not have a MIDDLE WALL OF PARTITION between them and GOD; they are

SEPARATED TO DO THE WORK OF THE LORD; these Saints are FIRST IN RANK; these Saints

were PROMOTED BY GOD; GOD broke down the MIDDLE WALL of PARTITION between JEWS

and GENTILES by JESUS REDEMPTIVE BLOOD.[ EPHESIANS 2:11-17].  The FIRST RESURRECTION

Saints have RULE OVER THEIR OWN SPIRITS; they are in their SPIRITUAL BODIES; but these

nations outside of GOD have no Rule over their own spirit, broken down, and WITHOUT

WALLS. [PROVERBS 25:28]; and they are in their NATURAL BODIES. There is something that I

want to share with you: JEREMIAH 49:31; ‘Arise, get you up unto the WEALTHY NATION, that

dwelleth WITHOUT CARE, saith THE LORD, which have neither GATES nor BARS, which dwell

alone.’ This WEALTHY NATION is NEW JERUSALEM FROM ABOVE, and THE FIRST

RESURRECTION SAINTS DWELL THERE. I am not done with this teaching; GROW IN GRACE

AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.



“GOG”

PART 4

PRAISE THE LORD PEOPLE OF THE MOST HIGH! I hope that all is well with you. I pray that

you are allowing FATHER to use you for the sake of HIS KINGDOM; and for the sake of THE

GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST. If you are called and chosen by GOD to preach, then you PREACH!

Don’t limit yourself into thinking that preaching the WORD must be done in somebody’s

pulpit. You can preach JESUS in the market place. Let them know that JESUS IS COMING REAL

SOON! There are people dying and going to the Outer Court on a daily basis. People need to

know that only JESUS CHRIST can save them. You don’t have to live and die without THE

LORD. Accept JESUS NOW! Give your life to JESUS, and JESUS WILL SET YOU FREE! GLORY TO

GOD! JESUS IS COMING!

We have paused on this teaching for a good while; but there are more spiritual insight in

this teaching. Gog is a demonic spirit. He is a Chief Principality Demon. Gog will be very active

in the last days, and in the very late future. This demon will do battle against ISRAEL. This

ISRAEL that the scriptures are talking about is SPIRITUAL ISRAEL. NATURAL ISRAEL cannot

defeat Gog because Natural ISRAEL is natural, sensual, and very carnal; thus having not the

SPIRIT of GOD; if we are natural ISRAEL, we cannot receive the things of the SPIRIT of GOD;

for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because they are SPIRITUALLY

DISCERNED. [I CORINTHIANS 2:14]. HOW CAN NATURAL Israel COMPARE SPIRITUAL THINGS

with SPIRITUAL ISRAEL? They can’t.  Please take a look at EZEKIEL 38:16:

‘And thou shalt come up against MY PEOPLE of ISRAEL, as a cloud to cover the land; it

shall be in the LATTER DAYS, and I will bring thee against my land, that the heathen may know

me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, O Gog, before their eyes.’

Gog will come against SPIRITUAL ISRAEL in the latter years. Gog will war against the saints

of THE MOST HIGH after the 1000 years are finished. [REVELATION 20:7-10]. This battle is

both a Natural and Spiritual War! The heathen nations will know that JESUS is GOD, and GOD

will be sanctified; and GOD WILL DESTROY Gog! This demon will come against the People of

GOD, and many nations will follow Gog. Get on board with JESUS today, so that you don’t

become a follower of Gog in the latter days. I want to repeat this to you again: JESUS and HIS

SPIRITUAL JEWS will be in the FULLNESS of their SPIRITUAL BODIES. The heathen nations will

be in their PHYSICAL BODIES. When Gog comes against the Land of Israel, GOD’S FURY shall

come up in HIS face. [EZEKIEL 38:18]. GOD will become angry with Gog, and HIS WRATH shall



go forth against this demonic spirit. The Indignation of GOD will destroy Gog and those

heathen nations.

In that day, there will be a great shaking in the land of Israel, and the PRESENCE OF GOD

shall shake the nations. All steep places will fall to the ground. Because the steep places are

where IDOLS are located; and all manner of IDOLATRY will be DESTROYED through JESUS

CHRIST our LORD! GOD WILL DESTROY OLD JERUSALEM, but NEW JERUSALEM WILL STAND

FOREVERMORE through JESUS CHRIST OUR LORD. The Nostrils of GOD will blow Gog and

those heathen nations away. This word Face in the Hebrew is APH; STRONG’S NUMBER 639.

One of the definitions to this word is LONGSUFFERING. JESUS has suffered long with all

nations; and HE did this because JESUS is Longsuffering to US-WARD, not willing that any

should perish, but that all should come to repentance. [II PETER 3:9].

During the 1000 years of the Lake of Fire, JESUS will give some nations 142 times to Repent

and give their lives to HIM. Some will answer HIS CALL during the Lake of Fire teachings, but

many will continue to follow Satan and Gog. Oh, the LONGSUFFERING of GOD! The

Countenance of GOD will destroy Gog. FATHER will shake those nations that refused to

maintain the SEAL of GOD in their FOREHEADS; and FATHER will shake those nations that

REJECT the SEAL of GOD. The SPIRITUAL ISRAELITES will rule and reign with CHRIST a 1000

years; and the nations that reject THE LORD will be OBLITERATED off the face of the earth

after the Lake of Fire teachings. Every Wall of Partition that will cause Nations to be separated

from GOD will FALL to the Ground! Take a look at EZEKIEL 38:21:

‘And I will call for a sword against him throughout all my mountains, saith the LORD

GOD: every man’s sword shall be against his brother.’

THE LORD GOD HIMSELF will call for a Sword against those nations that joined forces with

Gog. Some of you may already know this: THE LORD GOD IS JESUS. [I CORINTHIANS 1:2-10;

PHILIPPIANS 2:9-11]. JESUS IS LORD! The sword that will proceed out of JESUS MOUTH is the

SWORD of the SPIRIT, which IS THE WORD OF GOD. HIS SWORD is SPIRITUAL. [EPHESIANS

6:17; REVELATION 19:11-16]. JESUS will speak The WORD of GOD against Gog and those

heathen Nations, and all of them will be destroyed! JESUS NAME is CALLED THE WORD OF

GOD! [REVELATION 19:13]. SAINTS OF GOD: Speak the WORD OF GOD, and your enemies will

be DESTROYED through JESUS CHRIST our LORD! I am not done with this teaching. GROW IN

GRACE AND IN THE KNOWLEDGE OF JESUS CHRIST.

IRA LEE KIRKWOOD JR.


